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COMMENTS SECTION 

A word from the editor about this new MEPS feature 

MEPS strives to further marine sciences by making 
judicious use of Comments Sections (CSs): series of 
invited, brief, coordinated and pre-edited comments 
on a selected 'cutting edge' topic. CSs should clearly 
formulate the information offered, and-where ap- 
propiate-outline alternatives and perspectives; they 
must not become personal or unnecessarily harsh. CSs 
can be-sometimes more so than individual papers- 
instrumental in focussing attention, triggering opin- 

ions and stimulating ideas, discussions and activities in 
special research fields. CSs, normally initiated and 
organized by a Senior Advisor of MEPS, must be care- 
fully planned and not excessive in number (e.g.  not 
more than 10 per year). Hence, it is necessary to con- 
tact me before starting to work on a CS. While a CS is 
not subject to normal peer review procedures, it may 
be desirable to invite opinions from outside experts. 

Otto Kinne, Editor MEPS 

Predator-prey interactions in the sea: 
commentaries on the role of turbulence 

Howard I. Browman 

Department of  Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Maurice-Lamontagne 
Institute, Ocean Productivity Division, PO Box 1000, Mont-Joli, 

Quebec. Canada G5H 324 
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Recent work on turbulence is at the heart of refined 
interpretations of particle (and predator-prey) en- 
counter rates in water columns. As evidenced by the 
rapidly growing number of publications devoted to this 
subject, turbulence has received significant attention 
from researchers and is currently a major issue in 
marine ecology. 

Much of the work on turbulence is based upon a 
paper published by Bnan Rothschild and Thomas 
Osborn in 1988. Several other authors have modified 
and/or extended the relationships put forward in Roth- 
schild & Osborn (1988) (reviewed by Dower et al. in 
press). However, all evaluations of the effects of turbu- 
lence on particle encounter rates are based upon siml- 
lar fundamental assumptions. 

From the physicist's end of things, some of the key 
issues are: (1) The choice of d, the distance between 2 
points (particles) for which a velocity difference [ W )  

due to fluid motion 1s to be calculated. The value 
chosen for d is central to evaluations of turbulence- 
induced particle encounter rate. In a functional sense, 
and for the particular group(s) of organisms being con- 
sidered, what is an appropriate choice for d? Is it the 
mean separation distance between particles (predator 
and prey)? The maximum distance at which the preda- 
tor can perceive prey (i.e. the reaction distance)? Does 

it make any difference which one is chosen? (2) The 
assumption that the relationship proposed for W in 
Rothschild & Osborn (1988) holds at values of d below 
the Kolmogorov scale, or at least at those scales rele- 
vant to the interactions of planktonic organisms. 
(3) The assertion that turbulence can be accurately 
measured in the sea and that realistic turbulent energy 
spectra can be generated (and measured) in the labo- 
ratory. 

From the behaviourist's end of things, some of the 
fundamental issues are: (1) The choice of geometry and 
volume for the predator's prey field. (2) The interpreta- 
tion and modelling of the predator's prey search pat- 
tern. (3) The determination of which component(s) of 
the predation cycle is affected by turbulence, and how. 

Few of these issues/assumptions have been sub- 
jected to rigorous scrutiny. Further, analytical models 
of the effects of turbulence on predator-prey encounter 
rate are rarely presented along with some form of vali- 
dation or in-depth analysis of their sensitivity to relax- 
ation of their inherent assumptions or alterations in the 
values chosen for their key parameters. 

Important conclusions have been drawn from these 
experimental and analytical exercises. For example, 
they have been used to assess the wind speeds 
required to generate levels of turbulence that might 
enhance the feeding rates, growth and survivorship of 
fish larvae (MacKenzie & Ki~rboe  1995, Werner et al. 
1995). However, as outlined above, and detailed in the 
Comments that follow, these assessments are based 
upon a number of assumptions which are, as yet, 
unsupported by strong empirical evidence. It seemed 
important to bring this to the attention of a broad read- 
ership. These comments were solicited in that spirit. 
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The goal of this Comments Section was to obtain at 
least one comment on the turbulence issue from each 
of the main perspectives: physics (Osborn & Scotti, 
Yamazaki), field marine/fisheries ecology (Sundby) 
and biology/behaviour (Strickler & Costello for zoo- 
plankton, Browman & Skiftesvik for ichthyoplankton) 
Due to space limitations, it was impossible to include 
every possible contributor in this exercise. Nonethe- 
less, I hope that this Comments Section will be of value 
to the community, despite its inevitable imperfections. 
MEPS readers are invited to propose similar exercises 
on issues that might benefit from t h ~ s  kind of forum. 
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Effect of turbulence on predator-prey 
contact rates: where do we go from 

here? 

Thomas Osborn','. Alberto Scotti2 
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Rothschild & Osborn (1988) put forward the concept 
that turbulent motions in the water increase the con- 
tact rates between predator and prey. On the local 
scale (i.e. for interactions between individuals), this 
idea is easy to accept; at a specified concentration of 
predator and prey organisms, any increase in relative 
motion is likely to increase the contact rate. Questions 
arise when attempts are made to quantify the calcula- 
tions, and to relate the predictions to biological vari- 
ables such as survival and growth rates. Can combina- 
tions of this and other effects produce a dome shaped 
survival rate, e.g. increasing feeding effectiveness at 
lower turbulent intensities which are eventually super- 
seded by the effects of turbulence on the capture effi- 
ciency or the prey density? 

To predict the effect of turbulence on the interactions 
of predators and prey we need progress in 4 (overlap- 

ping) areas: (1) knowledge of the processes, specifi- 
cally the sequence of events that constitute the act of 
feeding and its associated activities (see Comments by 
Sundby and Browman & Skiftesvik), (2)  an under- 
standing of the role of turbulent motion, swimming and 
other forms of relative motion on the feeding process 
(see Comment by Yamazaki), (3) a description of the 
behavlor of predator and prey during feedi.ng includ- 
ing both successful and unsuccessful attempts, groom- 
ing, resting, etc. (see Comments by Browman & 
Skiftesvik and Strickler & Costello), and (4) a frarne- 
work to blend together the physics and biology in a 
fashion that permits quantitative calculations, i.e. some 
realistic way to model the processes. 

Feeding process. What is the feeding process? Roth- 
schild & Osborn used 2 models for numerical calcula- 
tions, the swept volume picture of Gerritsen & Strickler 
(1977) and a relative diffusion model of Chandra- 
sekhar (1943). Alternatively, Osborn (1996) suggests 
that turbulent diffusion of the prey towards the preda- 
tor may be the mechanism by which turbulence sup- 
plies food and most strongly affects the feeding of fish 
larvae and copepods with feeding currents. These dif- 
ferent mechanisms for the role of turbulence in the 
interaction of predator and prey are sensitive to differ- 
ent aspects of the turbulent field. The process cannot 
be correctly modeled until there are sufficient dlrect 
observations, of real feeding events, to delineate the 
crucial elements that a model must contain. In addi- 
tion, the predators may have behavioral patterns that 
serve to increase their range of capture beyond their 
perceptual radius, such as hunting in groups or jitter- 
ing around their mean position (Osborn 1996). 

Present modeling treats prey not as particles, but as 
a continuous quantity and the predator as a point, or a 
sphere. This simplifies the mathematics but may not be 
an appropriate solution since, at low prey abundance, 
prey occur in discrete bundles and not in a continuous 
distribution. Further, the predators are laterally sym- 
metric at  best (i.e. they are not spherical) and are prob- 
ably more efficient at capturing prey over a limited 
range of angles (see Comment by Browman & 
Skiftesvik). These aspects of the problem will have to 
be incorporated in the modeling phase for testing 
against data. 
Relative motion. Relative motion between predator 

and prey can occur for several reasons. Conver- 
gence/divergence of the water motion, swimming by 
either organism, sinking due to excess weight (Stokes 
drag), as well as effects due to the finite size and the 
shape of the organisms. These latter terms can become 
quite complicated (see Maxey & Riley 1983 for the sim- 
ple case of a small rigid sphere) Most of the calcula- 
tions for the relative motion of predator and prey due 
to turbulent flow have assumed that the prey are 
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points, that they follow the flow, and that the relative 
motion can be calculated from the formulae associated 
with homogeneous and isotropic turbulence at high 
Reynolds numbers (the 'Kolmogorov' formulation). 

Laboratory experiments must be at appropriate val- 
ues of the turbulent dissipation, e, in order to scale the 
viscous cutoff of the turbulent field correctly with 
respect to the size of the predators and prey. Labora- 
tory apparatuses are physically limited in size and, 
hence, the maximum length scale of the flow inside 
them is also limited. As a result, the Reynolds number 
of laboratory systems is constrained and laboratory 
simulations will not reach Reynolds numbers at which 
simple Kolmogorov formulations would be expected to 
hold. In such cases, the range between the energy con- 
taining eddies and the dissipation scale is not large 
enough to achieve the k-% spectral shape. Thus, while 
relations for the velocity difference as a function of 
separation, such as A u  = ( E / v ) % . ~  and Au = e"~.r!'?' , may 
be appropriate at certain scales in the ocean, they can- 
not be applied in laboratory tanks at the same local 
rate of turbulent dissipation. Quantitative comparison 
of contact rates determined in the laboratory with 
those predicted using parameters derived from Kol- 
mogorov scaling are of limited utility, even when the 
comparison is favorable. 

Behavior. This subject gets to the heart of the prob- 
lem, for the animals must have evolved in conjunction 
with, and in response to, the world about them. Their 
techniques for living must allow for the range of differ- 
ent situations in which they find themselves during the 
course of their lives, and they must exhibit appropriate 
responses to different stimuli. The coupled system of 
environment, predator and prey is highly non-linear. 
Being eaten is a life changing experience! 

Behavioral studies using tethered copepods show a 
great deal about the behavior of the animals in relation 
to different stimuli, for both feeding and escape (J. Yen 
pers. comm.). However, the flow field impinging on a 
tethered animal is significantly different from that seen 
by a freely drifting animal. When tethered, the animal 
is sampling the velocity field in an Eulerian manner, 
the structure function is the Eulerian time correlation 
and the energy scale (and intensity) is large. A drifting 
animal senses the Lagrangian temporal correlation, 
the structure function is the Lagrangian time correla- 
tion and the energy scale (and intensity) is small. Thus, 
conclusions about behavioral responses to turbulence, 
drawn from studies on tethered animals, must be 
treated with some caution. 

Fortunately, observational techniques are develop- 
ing rapidly and it is now routine to track freely swim- 
ming animals in the laboratory (Yen & Strickler 1996. 
The next step is to perform similar measurements in 
the ocean. For example, such observations will poten- 

tially differentiate between different feeding models. 
A copepod feeding in a swept volume mode will have 
a deficit of prey particles (relative to the concentration 
at infinity) behind itself while one feeding in a diffu- 
sion mode will have the deficit in front (Osborn 1996). 
The situation for fish larvae will be much more compli- 
cated to sort out (see Comment by Browman & 
Skiftesvik). 

A framework for calculations. We return to the initial 
question. What are we trying to understand? Just the 
role of turbulence on predator-prey contact rates or the 
role of turbulence on feeding, growth rates, survival, 
and eventually recruitment? The first question focuses 
on a specific aspect of the feeding process while the 
latter question covers many aspects of feeding and 
other processes. Although the latter question can pre- 
sumably be attacked in a reductionist manner by 
understanding of all the component processes, we are 
nowhere near that level of understanding yet. Hence, 
any modeling on these big picture questions will incor- 
porate gross parameterizations with coefficients that 
probably cannot be specified by, or related to, the 
details of the specific aspects of the problem. Hence 
the calculations reduce to trying to adjust parameters 
in the models to reproduce observations. 

The modeling of predator-prey interactions, includ- 
ing behavioral aspects as well as the motion of the 
water, may well be  possible. Present models for the 
effects of relative motion and turbulence in augment- 
ing the contact rate between predator and prey (e.g. 
Gerritsen & Strickler 1977, Rothschild & Osborn 1988, 
Ki~rboe  & Saiz 1995) contain substantial simplifica- 
tions and the suitability for comparison with, or predic- 
tion of, the real world is problematical. However, the 
recent developments in observational techniques and 
numerical modeling of turbulent flows can be com- 
bined. The models and observations must reproduce 
the salient features of both the biology and the physics. 
With respect to the water flow, this includes not just the 
dissipation rate, but also the Reynolds number. Exper- 
imental systems and calculations must reproduce the 
turbulent field on both small scales and scales that are 
significantly larger than the separation of predator and 
prey at the moment of capture. 
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Turbulence problems for planktonic 
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The turbulent velocity spectrum is comprised of 2 
components: a n  uncorrelated and a correlated velocity 
field. The correlated field can be considered as follows. 
When 2 separated points in a turbulent field move in 
parallel, the relative speed of these points is zero. In 
order for one point to approach the other, one of the 
points must actively move toward the other. In this 
scenario, no increase in the encounter probability 
between prey and predator is expected. On the other 
hand, when a flow field between 2 separated points is 
uncorrelated, passive particles at these locations can 
move independently. The encounter rates between 
prey and predator can increase only due to this portion 
of the turbulent velocity spectrum. The root-mean- 
square turbulent velocity derived in Rothschild & 

Osborn (1988) refers to the uncorrelated part of the tur- 
bulent velocity spectrum. This is a very important 
aspect of the theoretical development surrounding tur- 
bulence, and one should not overlook the assumption 
(i.e. the exclusion of the correlated component). 

Why do 2 parts, namely correlated and  uncorrelated, 
exist in a turbulent velocity field? Although turbulence 
has been treated as a nearly random flow, the flow 
must obey dynamical constraints (the Navier-Stokes 
equations) and satisfy the kinematic condition (the 
continuity equation). These constraints generate tem- 
poral and spatial patterns in the turbulent flow field. 
These patterns can remain in space for a finite amount 
of time, and contribute to the correlated component of 
the turbulent flow field. The pattern is called a coher- 
ent structure. Turbulence is not a complete chaos; in 
fact, it has an  'order'! 

In general, when the ambient flow field in which 
prey and predator find themselves is turbulent, the 

uncorrelated component of the turbulent velocity field 
increases the encounter rates. As the distance between 
prey and predator increases, the uncorrelated compo- 
nent of the turbulent velocity increases. Thus, the 
larger the distance is, the larger the encounter rate is. 
However, the predator requires a large detection dis- 
tance, d, in order to take maximum advantage of the 
increase in the uncorrelated turbulent velocity. 

What value should one consider to be an  appropriate 
choice for d i n  the encounter rates problem? This can- 
not be answered from a purely physical standpoint. We 
must also consider the biological aspects of the ques- 
tion (see Comments by Rrowman & Skiftesvik and 
Strickler & Costello). Since I have been working on the 
turbulence-related encounter problem for zooplank- 
ton, I will consider these predators, whose total length 
scale is 1 mm, as my target organism in the following 
discussion. However, the d isc~~ss ion can be extended 
to ichthyoplankton. 

As a rule of thumb, a detection distance for zoo- 
plankton is roughly a few body lengths (Haury & 
Yamazaki 1995). Therefore, for a zooplankter of 1 mm 
body length, a maximum d is no more than 5 mm. In 
order to consider turbulence effects on this biological 
length scale, I will consider 2 levels of dissipation rates 
to derive the relevant physical scales. For the first, I 
will take a typical turbulent patch in a seasonal ther- 
mocline whose dissipation rate is E, = 10-8 W kg-'. As 
the second level, 1 will choose EZ = 1 0 - ~  W kg-', repre- 
senting a near ocean surface turbulence. The Kolmo- 
gorov scale is used to separate a viscosity dominated 
flow regime from an inertia dominated flow regime. 
When a flow scale becomes smaller than the Kol- 
mogorov scale, the flow field is quite viscous, and cor- 
related with each other The Kolmogorov scale for E ,  is 
3.2 mm, and is 0.32 mm. Hence, d is nearly the same 
for the thermoc1.in.e case, but is about 10 times greater 
than th.a.t of the surface turbulence case. This ~mplies 
that the near surface turbulence may significantly 
increase the encounter rates between prey and preda- 
tor. On the other hand, d for the thermocline value is 
almost the same as the Kolmogorov scale, thus no sig- 
nificant increase in the encounter rates is expected in 
this regime. 

Even if strong winds induce high turbulence near the 
surface, the level of turbulence drops almost exponen- 
tially. Within a short distance-on the order of 10 m- 
the dissipation rate can decrease to at  least 100 times 
smaller than the near surface value. Therefore, a sig- 
nificant increase in the encounter rates between prey 
and predator due to turbulence is likely limited to a 
thin layer near the sea surface. 

Although the rest of the turbulent regime beneath 
the surface turbulent layer may not significantly affect 
planktonic encounter rates, turbulence may play a role 
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in other aspects of zooplankton ecology. The encounter 
rate calculation is based on the uncorrelated compo- 
nent of the turbulent velocity field. A large fraction of 
the turbulent velocity field is correlated, particularly 
when the distance, d, approaches the Kolmogorov 
scale. We have not paid much attention to how the cor- 
related component of the flow field may affect plank- 
ton ecology (Yamazaki 1993). 

Despite the fact that we do not know much about the 
nature of coherent structures, some progress has been 
made through direct numerical simulation (DNS) of 
Navier-Stokes equations (Hussain 1986) Squires & 
Yamazaki (1995) used DNS to follow marine particles 
in a n  isotropic turbulent flow. A total of 165888 parti- 
cles were placed uniformly at their initial locations. 
Due to the excess density of the marine particle rela- 
tive to the ambient fluid, I.e. a partic1e:ambient fluid 
density ratio of 1.06, the particles become preferen- 
tially concentrated in regions of low vorticity or high 
strain rate. The peak number density is 40 times larger 
than the global mean value. If the flow is completely 
random, this kind of local aggregation cannot take 
place. 

DNS of zooplankton in isotropic turbulence shows 
that a swimming behavior model based on the local 
flow strain rate can take advantage of flow structures 
to sustain the mean vertical position of a negatively 
buoyant particle (K. D. Squires pers. comm.). The 
model swimming pattern is controlled by the local rate 
of velocity strains, and is aligned with the intermdeiate 
e~genvector by taking the direction of gravity into 
account. Since mechanical receptors can detect veloc- 
ity strain much easier than absolute velocity, the swim- 
ming behavior model is a realistic mechanism which 
conserves biological energy to sustain a negatively 
buoyant body in a water column. 

Since zooplankton have evolved behavioral adapta- 
tions to flow patterns, the issue of coherent structures 
is important. We must realize that the encounter rates 
problem is not the only effect of turbulence on zoo- 
plankton ecology of which we need to be aware. 
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A rapidly increasing quantity of literature has 
evolved in the wake of the theory developed by Roth- 
schild & Osborn (1988) on the effects of turbulence on 
plankton contact rates. Although their theory focused 
on small scales of isotropic turbulence, the general 
concepts that they proposed are not limited to those 
scales. 

The choice of scale is essential to assessing the 
effects of turbulence on the interactions between parti- 
cles in the plankton. Choosing the appropriate scale is 
dependent upon the relative motion of predator and 
prey and on the distance between them. However, the 
fact that turbulence in a natural system occurs simulta- 
neously at all length scales means there is no trivial 
answer to the question of which of these scales con- 
tributes to enhancement of the contact rate between 
particles. A complete mathematical formulation for this 
part of the theory on turbulence-induced contact rate is 
still lacklng. However, it follows from physical reason- 
ing that the relevant turbulent length scales are linked 
to the separation distance, r, between interacting par- 
ticles. 

Turbulent diffusion (or spreading) of particles is the 
result of the same physical process that causes contact 
between them, and it is a basic property of turbulent 
diffusion that the turbulent diffusivity coefficient 
increases as the size of the diffusing cloud of particles 
increases (e .g .  Okubo 1978). This is so because larger 
and larger turbulent eddies will take part in the turbu- 
lent mixing as  the size of the cloud increases. Roth- 
schild & Osborn (1988) developed an expression for the 
root-mean-square turbulent velocity: W = 1.9(e.d)% 
(where E is turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 
and d is the length scale of the uncorrelated velocity 
fluctuation). This expression was used to calculate the 
velocity component of the turbulence-induced contact 
rate. Since the turbulent eddy diffusivity coefficient is 
linked to the size of the particle cloud, then, by anal- 
ogy, the turbulence-induced contact rate between par- 
ticles is linked to the separation distance between 
them. Hence, the length scale, d, is proportional to the 
separation distance I;  d - r, where r = c-% is the mean 
deterministic separation distance between particles at 
concentration c. 

As an  approximation for the relevant turbulent scale, 
d, in the equation above, Sundby & Fossum (1990), 
Sundby et al. (1994) and Sundby (1995) used d = I. in 
their calculations. More correctly, however, it is really 
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the sum of all turbulent length scales, d, less than r 
which contribute to enhancement of the contact rate, 
because all turbulent scales less than that of the sepa- 
ration distance will change the relatlve position 
between the particles and hence contribute to contact. 
But, since turbulent velocities are larger at  the larger 
length scales, those turbulent velocities generated on 
the larger length scales contribute more toward 
increasing the contact rate than do the velocities of the 
smaller turbulent length scales. Therefore, the error 
introduced by using d = r is arguably moderate com- 
pared to the fact that the contact rate was evaluated 
over a relatively large range of particle concentrations, 
from 1 to 50 nauplii 1-l, with corresponding separation 
distances from 10 to 3 cm. 

Turbulence at scales considerably larger than the 
particle separation distance will not, however, con- 
tribute to enhancement of the contact rate, since the 
turbulent 'cells' on these larger length scales will only 
contribute to the moving around of smaller parcels of 
fluid without rearranging the positions of the particles 
within these smaller fluid parcels. The process of tur- 
bulence-enhanced contact rate, or the rate of collision 
between particles, is a physical process which will 
influence particles in the same way whether they hap- 
pen to be large or small, biotic or abiotic, dead or alive. 
For a predator to successfully ingest a prey, however, 
there are a set of additional blotic processes which 
must be considered after the prey 1s located. Here, the 
reactive distance, R, the maximum d~stance at which a 
given prey can be perceived, becomes relevant with 
respect to the turbulent length scale d. However, R is 
independent of the preceding physical encounter 
process, although it enters the calculation of the vol- 
ume searched by a fish larva as a constant. 

Kisrboe & MacKenzie (1995), Kisrboe & Saiz (1995) 
and MacKenzie & Kiorboe (1995) propose that the 
predator's reactive distance, R, and not the particle 
separation distance, r, is the relevant scale over which 
to evalute the effects of turbulence on encounter and 
ingestion. Following the above reasoning, this pro- 
posal appears to be based upon the assumption that 
turbulence only affects the components of the preda- 
tion cycle that follow prey location. Successful inges- 
tion of prey, however, consists of at least 4 consecutive 
processes: 

( 1 )  The time required to search for prey prior to 
encounter or contact. The search process is the most 
time consuming part of the predation cycle for many 
predators, partic.ularly carnivorous plankton (O'Brlen 
et al. 1990). For any kind of interacting vehicles, such 
as navy vessels (Koopm.an 1956) or combat airplanes 
(Kohlas 19671, it is the rela.tive velocity between the 
vehicles which determines the change in pos~tion 
between them and., hence, the probability of en- 

counter. The direct analogy in the animal world is the 
relative movement between a predator and its prey. 
For plankton, turbulence adds to the change of relat~ve 
position between them; and, here, the mean separation 
distance between the predator and prey is the key 
parameter determining the scale of relative motion. 
Hence, and as argued above, during this part of the 
predation cycle, d - r 

(2) Prey location time. This is usually a relatively 
short interval of time, compared to the search period, 
during which the predator scans its visual perceptual 
field for prey and makes the decision to attack or 
ignore it. Once a prey item has been located, the dis- 
tance between the predator and prey can be no greater 
than the reactive distance, R, of the predator. Now, the 
situation is linked to the one specific prey which has 
been located, whereas in the search process above the 
situation was linked to all the surrounding potential 
prey. The turbulent length scales which in this situa- 
tion contribute to changes in the relative distance 
between predator and prey are now all length scales 
equal to and smaller than R. Hence, d - R. 

(3) The time of  pursuit an.d attack by the predator 
andlor escape by  the prey. This time interval, during 
which, the attack occurs, is also quite short. The prey is 
still no farther from the predator than the reaction dis- 
tance, R, and therefore the tu.rbulent 'cells' which con- 
tribute to changes in the relative distance in this situa- 
tion are still, as in the situation above, those of length 
scales equal to or smaller than R. Hence, d - R. 

( 4 )  The time required to ingest prey. Predator and 
prey are no longer separated and the turbulence of the 
ambient water can, of course, no longer contribute to 
changes in the relative distance between them. I there- 
fore tend to assume that it is unlikely that turbulence 
has much affect on this last component of the predation 
cycle. It could be speculated that very strong accelera- 
tions induced by turbulence might cause regurgitation 
of the prey, but what turbulent scale this might involve 
is unclear. 

When Kisrboe & MacKenzie (1995), Kisrboe & Saiz 
(1995) and MacKenzie & Kisrboe (1995) only consider 
the time intervals (2) and (3) as relevant for turbulence- 
induced encounter rate they neglect the most impor- 
tant and longest time interval of the predation cycle: 
prey search. However, they also contradict the results 
of MacKenzie et al. (1994), who proposed a dome- 
shaped relationship between turbulence and larval 
fish ingestion rates. MacKenzie et al. (1994) found, 
conversely, that the effect of turbulence on the scale of 
reaction distance, R, contributed to a decrease in the 
encounter rate, not to an increase in it. 

Kiarboe & MacKenzie (1995) cite Evans (1989) to 
support their choice of reactive distance as the correct 
scale to consider. However, Evans (1989) simply states, 
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without any further argument, that the appropriate 
length scale for the uncorrelated component of the tur- 
bulent velocity is precisely the encounter radius, R. 
Kiarboe & Saiz (1995) also cite Delichatsios & Probstein 
(1975) and Hill et  al. (1992) to justify the idea that only 
the smallest turbulent scales are  relevant in plankton 
encounters. However, all of the authors cited in sup- 
port of this assertion considered closely spaced parti- 
cles at concentrations several orders of magnitude 
higher than the abundances which would be realistic, 
and of relevance, for interactions between larval fish 
and their prey. Delichatsios & Probstein (1975) and Hill 
et al. (1992) considered only the smallest turbulent 
scales, around the Kolmogorov scale, in their work on 
coagulation of very small particles and,  hence, their 
conclusions conf~rln that the turbulence-induced con- 
tact rate is linked to the separation distance between 
the particles and not to the reaction distance. 

There are many implications of relative motion with 
respect to plankton predator-prey interactions, some of 
which are linked to behavioral and biological re- 
sponses (e.g Rosenthal & Hempel 1970, Browman & 
O'Brien 1992; see Comments by Browman & Skiftesvik 
and Strickler & Costello), others of which are related to 
physical processes. The way in which the cascade of 
turbulent scales interact depends on the specific 
process of plankton interaction which is considered. 
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' ...in solving ecological problems w e  are  concerned 
with what animals do in their capacity as whole, liv- 
ing animals, not as dead animals or a s  a series of 
parts of animals. We have next to study the circum- 
stances under which they do these things, and,  most 
important of all, the limiting factors which prevent 
them from doing other things. By solving these ques- 
tions it is possible to discover the reasons for the dis- 
tribution and numbers of different animals in nature.' 
(Elton 1927). 

Since the publication of Rothschild & Osborn's (1988) 
seminal paper, the influence of small scale turbulence 
on planktonic encounter rates and,  therefore, trophic 
interactions, has been debated in biological oceanog- 
raphy. Whereas the or ig~nal  model assumed that 
predators and prey were inanimate points in 3-dimen- 
sional space, more recently Osborn (1996, p 194) con- 
cluded that 'treating predators and prey as simple 
points is not adequate for quantitative predictions'. 
Clearly, the elevated encounter rates between plank- 
ters in a turbulent flow will not result In enhanced 
trophic exchange unless the zooplankters adapt 
behaviorally to exploit the high encounter rates. The 
behavioral response of copepods to turbulence has 
been the central focus of our work. 
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Our approach has relied on 2 basic premises. First, 
that copepods are organisms with complex sensory 
and behavioral capabilities. Any response to the envi- 
ronment, such as turbulence, 1s mediated through their 
behavior. Second, that we can measure and character- 
ize these behavior patterns by direct observation of 
whole animals under carefully controlled environmen- 
tal conditions. Our methods are based on the previous 
work of Co~vles & Strickler (1983) who observed the 
behavlor of tethered Centropages typicus (a coastal 
calanoid copepod) exposed to different specles and 
concentrations of phytoplankton. That research estab- 
lished that time allocated to slow swimming was a 
quantifiable variable representing foraglng effort. 
Slow swimmlng utilizes only the feeding appendages 
whereas rapid swimming, an  escape response, also 
involves movements of the first antennae and the uro- 
some. 

Our knowledge of copepod responses to turbulence 
has developed through several related studies. 
Costello et al. (1990) and Marrase et al. (1990) exposed 
a female Centropages hamatus to 6 different environ- 
mental conditions: 2 food concentrations each with 
pre-turbulent, turbulent and post-turbulent periods. 
The food concentrations were chosen so that the high 
food/pre-turbulent condition resulted in the same 
encounter rate as the low food/turbulent conditions. 
The encounter rates were quantified by direct obser- 
vatton and the energy dissipation rates were deter- 
mined using algal tracks (Dickey & Mellor 1980). The 
results showed clearly that the 3 common funct~onal 
response curves (Holling 1965) did not adequately 
describe the feeding behavior at different encounter 
rates. Foraging effort (slow swimming) increased dur- 
ing turbulence. However, the experience of a turbulent 
condition affected foraging during the subsequent 
non-turbulent period (Figs. 2 & 4 in Costello et al. 
1990). Subsequent experiments supported this finding 
and extended it to conditions of alternating turbulent 
and non-turbulent flow of different durations (Hwang 
& Strickler 1994, Hwang et al. 1994) As with the previ- 
ous studies of Costello et al. (1990) and Marrase et a1 
(1990), when exposed to cycles of non-turbulent fol- 
lowed by turbulent conditions, the copepod C. hama- 
tus initially responded with numerous escape reactions 

and increased foraging behavior. However, after tur- 
bulent followed by non-turbulent conditions were 
repeated for several consecutive cycles, these 2 behav- 
iors followed distinctly different patterns. Foraging 
effort during exposure to turbulent conditions 
increased, and,  after 2 cycles, remained at high levels 
throughout non-turbulent penods. In contrast, escape 
behavior was habituated rapldly during each turbulent 
period and dishabituated during each non-turbulent 
period. Sensitivity to mechanical stimuli (defined as 

the particle velocity necessary to lnitiate an  escape 
response) declined during this habituation process 
(Hwang & Strickler 1994). The adaptlve significance of 
this behavioral response pattern may lie in the ability 
of C. hamatus to respond to intermittent turbulence by 
maximlzlng foraging during periods of enhanced 
encounter rates while minimizing the energetic 
expense of unnecessary escape responses via escape 
response habituation. 

The relevance of our laboratory work to field condi- 
tions remains an  Important area of research. The 
experiments described above used tethered Centro- 
pages hamatus females exposed to turbulence with E 

values of 0.05 to 0.15 cm2 (Marrase et al. 1990). 
These values fall within the range characterizing 
coastal waters and well-mixed oceanic upper layers 
(Granata & Dickey 1991; see Comment by Yamazaki). 
However, our experiments were conducted under 
artificial conditions because a tethered copepod can- 
not move relative to the fluid motlons around it (see 
Comment by Osborn & Scotti). Under natural condi- 
tions, fluid flow at the mlllimeter length scale is pre- 
dominantly viscous (Lazier & Mann 1989). Under 
these conditions, copepods may simply be entrained 
within the smallest eddies (the dlameter of whlch is 
described by the Kolmogorov length scale) and may 
not be able to detect the presence of turbulence. In 
this case, the behavior of copepods in natural turbu- 
lent flows might not differ from that of copepods in 
non-turbulent flows, rendering the topic of turbulence 
a non-issue for copepod feeding. However, recent 
studies cast doubt on the assumption that viscosity 
dominates small scale particle interactions near the 
Kolmogorov scale (Hill et al. 1992; but see Comments 
by Osborn & Scotti, Sundby, and Yamazaki). Further, 
turbulence may affect copepod grazing even if the 
transition to turbulent diffusion occurs at length scales 
longer than the copepod and its feeding current 
(Osborn 1996). These studies highlight the need for 
more extensive in situ measurements and direct ob- 
servations of copepod feeding. 

A second major area of copepod ecology affected by 
turbulence involves inter- and intraspecific communi- 
cation. Recent observations of calanoid copepods 
demonstrate the importance of female scent trails for 
matlng. Males encountering female scent trails accel- 
erate swimming and cover distances up to 10 cm in 
order to overtake and mate with females (Colin 1995, 
Strickler & Hwang In press). Additionally, species spe- 
cific wakes are used for inter- and intraspecific signal- 
ing (Yen & Stnckler 1996). The length scales over 
which these processes occur are well within the length 
scales affected by turbulence and could be decisively 
influenced by the character of turbulent flows In 
nature. 
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Needless to say, to date we have touched upon only 
the tip of a n  iceberg Much more research of this 
nature will be needed if we want to make our models 
more realistic, albeit more complex. 
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Turbulence-induced changes in ichthyoplankton- 
zooplankton (I-Z) contact rate (as a function of absolute 
prey abundance) have been proposed as an  important 
factor in determining prey ingestion rate and,  there- 
fore, growth and mortality rates in fish larvae 
(reviewed by Dower et al. in press). The role of turbu- 
lence in the feedlng ecology of fish larvae has been 
evaluated through various combinations of laboratory, 
field and analytical exercises (e.g. Kisrboe & MacKen- 
zie 1995, MacKenzie & Kisrboe 1995, Sundby 1995). As 
outlined in the introduction to this Comments Section, 
each of these approaches is associated with a series of 
inter-related assumptions which have only rarely been 
subjected to rigorous scrutiny (although see  MacKen- 
zie et al. 1994, MacKenzie & Kinrboe 1995, Dower et al. 
in press). 

Here, we comment upon some of the issues sur- 
rounding turbulence-induced effects on the predation 
cycle of fish larvae. 

(1) All of the components of the predation cycle- 
search, location, pursuit or abort (1.e. the choice not to 
pursue a located prey), attack and capture, ingestion 
and retention-might be  affected by turbulence. How- 
ever, most of the attention has focussed on the rate of 
prey encounter (or contact) which, from the behav- 
ioural perspective, is operationally equivalent to prey 
location. Little effort, particularly in the form of ernpir- 
ical observations, has yet been devoted to evaluations 
of the effects of turbulence on any other component of 
the predation cycle. In addition, and as noted in the 
Comment by Sundby, clear differentiation amongst the 
possible effects of turbulence on each component of 
the predation cycle has been lacking in many studies. 

(2)  For small planktivores, which scan the water near 
to them for discrete and sparsely distributed prey 
i.tems, search is the most time consuming component of 
the predation cycle (O'Brien et  al. 1990). To illustrate: 
the volume of water contained in the visual perceptual 
field (VPF) of a 6 to 10 mm fish larva is approximately 
0.8 to 1 0 ml. At an absolute prey abundance of 50 I-', 
there would be only 0.04 to 0.05 prey items wlthin the 
VPF at  any given moment (the number of prey per VPF 
is the visual abundance, VA. Note that the VA is, in this 
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case, 3 orders of magnitude less than the absolute 
abundance]. Clearly, fish larvae must scan a significant 
amount of water in order to locate a prey item, and that 
takes a great deal of time. 

Turbulence may reduce search time by bringing 
more prey items into the larva's VPF than would have 
been present in statlc water; that is, by increasing the 
VA. However, for the reasons outlined below, an 
increase in the VA does not necessarily equate to an 
increase in the rate of prey location, nor ingestion. 

(3) The geometry of a fish larva's VPF determines its 
volume and, therefore, the number of prey that are 
contained within it. As a result, VPF geometry is cen- 
tral to analytical and/or numerical evaluations of the 
effects of turbulence on I-Z interactions. 

The VPF geometry most often employed in analytical 
models is a sphere or a hemisphere (e.g. MacKenzie et 
al. 1994, Muelbert et al. 1994, Jenkinson 1995, 
MacKenzie & Kirarboe 1995). Several authors have rec- 
ognized that this characterization of the VPF is inaccu- 
rate (e.g. MacKenzie et al. 1994, Dower et al. in press), 
yet there has been little discussion of alternate VPF 
geometries nor of the effect that they might have on 
model predictions. Although VPF geometries have 
been reported for only a very small number of species, 
none are spherical or hemispherical. Rather, VPFs 
most often resemble a piece of pie with maximum lat- 
eral angles approximating 80 to 120' to each side of the 
fish's midline (Arnold & Holford 1989, Brotvman & 
O'Brien 1992a, b, Coughlin 1993). In the vertical 
dimension, the VPF is shallow at the triangular pie 
slice's point (at the fish's eyes), thickens towards its 
outer edge (the pie's crust), and usually includes more 
of the volume of water above the larva's midline than 
below (see Browman et al. 1990, Fig. 1 therein). Sev- 
eral important points follow from this. 

(a) The volume of water contained in a shallow pie- 
wedge (and scanned for prey) is approximately 4.5 
times less than that in a hemisphere of equivalent 
radius. Thus, at any given absolute prey abundance, 
the VA for a pie-wedge VPF is 4.5 times less than the 
VA for a hemispherical VPF 

(b) The probability of a prey item being flushed into 
a pie-wedge VPF by turbulent water motion is signifi- 
cantly less than that for a hemispherical VPF This is 
based mainly upon the difference in geometry and is 
relatively independent of volume. 

(c) The probability of a prey item entering a hemi- 
spherical VPF is the same for any in.cident vector. For a 
ple-wedge VPF, this probability will vary with the 
angle at which the prey is being flushed through the 
VPF's volume. To visualize the significance of this it 
may help to imagine a prey item moving through a pie- 
wedge along the vertical vs the horizontal axes and to 
compare the length of its trajectory within the VPF to 

that for a hemispherical VPF; for most angles of incl- 
dence, the trajectories are much shorter for a pie- 
wedge. 

(d) For asymmetrical VPFs, quantifying the probabil- 
ities just defined will not be trivial. 

(e) Since scanning the VPF takes time, a prey item 
which is entrained in a turbulent eddy may move 
through the larva's VPF in less time than it takes to 
scan the entire volume. Thus, just because a prey i.tem 
is within the VPF at any given instant does not mean 
that it will be located (i.e. contacted, or encountered). 
Restated, although turbulence affects the probability 
of a prey item entering the VPF, it also affects the prob- 
ability of it remaining there long enough to be located. 
Further, even if the prey does remain within the VPF 
long enough to be located, the larva needs still more 
time to pursue, attack and ingest it. 

Unfortunately, scan time is a variable that has not 
bccn measured for fish larvae, although it may be 
related to the duration of stationary periods, at least in 
some species (O'Brien et al. 1990, Browman & O'Brien 
1992a, b, MacKenzie & Kiorboe 1995). 

( f )  A critical issue in assessing the effects of turbu- 
lence on I-Z interactions is the choice of d, the distance 
between 2 points for which the velocity difference due 
to fluid motion ( W )  is to be calculated. Some authors 
(e.g. Kirarboe & MacKenzie 1995) argue that d should 
be the maximum distance at which the predator can 
perceive prey, the reaction distance (RD). The ratio- 
nale for this proposal is based upon the assertion that 
the turbulence-generated prey location rate is equal to 
the rate at which particles arrive at the surface of the 
larva's VPF (Kiarboe & MacKenzie 1995). However, for 
any asymmetrical VPF geometry (including a hemi- 
sphere), the use of RD in this context is not tenable 
since the surface of the larva's VPF and, therefore, d, 
will be a variable distance away (and often much less 
than the maximum RD value) and dependent upon the 
prey's angle of incidence. 

(g) Clearly, the results of any analytical or numerical 
evaluation of the effects of turbulence on I-Z interac- 
tions will be strongly affected by the choice of VPF 
geometry. Based upon volumes and geometries alone, 
the outcomes could be different by at least 1 order of 
magnitude. 

(4) VPF geometries and volumes are estimated from 
maximum prey location distances (Browman et al. 
1990). For non-hemispherical VPFs, these maximum 
distances vary significantly with the relative angle at 
which the prey was located and are typically greatest 
strai.ght in front of the larva and on the same vertical 
plane (Browman et al. 1990, Browman & O'Brien 
1992a, b). However, at any given angle, prey location 
events within a larva's VPF are distributed from very 
close to the fish out to the maximum location distance 
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(i.e. the RD). As a n  aside: although not yet widely 
known, this appears to be true for both pause-travel 
and cruise searchers (Arnold & Holford 1989, authors' 
unpubl. obs.). 

It follows from these observations that using the RD 
to calculate the VPF's volume will yield a n  overesti- 
mate, even if the geometry is correct. Using the fre- 
quency distribution of prey location distances, or the 
median location distance, and not the RD, would be 
more accurate. 

Since both the geometry and the volume of the VPF 
are at the heart of the encounter rate calculati.on [e.g.  
see Eq. (4) in Kinrboe & MacKenzie 1995 or Eqs. ( l a )  & 
( l b )  in MacKenzie & Kimrboe 19953, and since RD 
enters these equations a s  a squared term, clarifying the 
manner in whlch this varlable is applied, and using 
accurate values, is essential. 

(5) Behavioural responses to turbulence have been 
observed in copepods (e.g.  Marrask et  al. 1990, Hwang 
et al. 1994, Saiz 1994; see Comment by Strickler & 
Costello). In fish larvae, such behavioural responses 
might include turbulence-induced changes in various 
components of the predation cycle, for example, swim- 
ming speed, stop frequencies and durations, move dis- 
tances, turn angles, the geometry and volume of the 
VPF, the time required to scan the VPF for prey, or the 
proportion of attacks initiated that are aborted. We are  
aware of only 1 study that has examined such effects in 
fish larvae (MacKenzie & K i ~ r b o e  1995). These authors 
quantified larval attack posture rate at different prey 
abundances and under turbulent vs non-turbulent con- 
ditions. For any given prey abundance, the static water 
treatment was considered as the control/base-line 
against which the effect of turbulence was evaluated 
However, since the possibility of an  inherent behav- 
ioural response to turbulence cannot be excluded, a 
more appropriate control would be to measure the 
larva's response to turbulence in the absence of prey 
and to use this as a base-line against which to evaluate 
the responses at  higher prey abundances. The choice 
of control in such experiments is critical. 

(6) The rate at which fish larvae take up attack pos- 
tures has been considered a reasonable proxy for prey 
location rate (MacKenzie & Kierrboe 1995). In this con- 
text, it is worth noting that fish larvae often take up 
attack postures without ever actually striking at a prey 
item. These 'aborted' attacks can comprise 50% or 
more of all the observed attack postures (Browman & 
O'Brien 199213). Since turbulence will constantly be 
moving prey items into and out of the VPF, it seems 
reasonable to predict that the proportion of all prey 
attacks that are aborted will be related to the level of 
turbulence. If this is the case, determining the relation- 
ships between the rates of prey location, attack and 
ingestion under turbulent conditions will be difficult. 

(7) Several recent analytical models use components 
of the larval prey search pattern (duration of stationary 
pauses and moves, move distances, stationary pause 
frequencies, etc.) as model inputs (MacKenzie & Kim- 
boe 1995, Kierrboe & MacKenzie 1995, reviewed by 
Dower et  al. in press). Model output will be  strongly 
affected by the values entered for these variables, 
although this has not been caref.ully assessed (how- 
ever, see MacKenzie et al. 1994, Jenkinson 1995, 
MacKenzie & Kierrboe 1995). Values for these parame- 
ters are  drawn from a very limited body of literature 
and,  so, suffer from the same problems as defined 
above for RDs. Further, the great majority of data on 
these variables has been generated in static water con- 
ditions. Since they are  all likely to vary significantly 
under turbulent conditions, use of these data in analyt- 
ical models should be undertaken with some caution. 
We propose that it would be more appropriate to use 
median values or frequency distributions, and not 
means, in parameterizing these variables. 

(8) Some attempt has been made to evaluate the dif- 
ferent effect that turbulence might have on pause- 
travel (PT) vs 'cruise' searching fish larvae (Kimrboe & 
MacKenzie 1995, MacKenzie & Kierrboe 1995). These 
analytical exercises have modelled 'cruise' sea.rchers 
as scanning while swimming and perceiving prey as 
they pass across the boundary of the VPF (the classical 
characterization of Rosenthal & Hempel 1970). How- 
ever, there is no empirical evidence to support this 
characterization of 'cruise' searching and recent evi- 
dence indicates that it may be incorrect (Arnold & Hol- 
ford 1989, authors' unpubl. obs.). 

Search strategies have only been carefully evaluated 
for a very small number of fishes (O'Brien et al. 1990). 
Until more such characterizations are available, partic- 
ularly for search patterns other than PT, the value of 
analytical exercises such as  those referred to above 
will be llmited. 

(9) Turbulence may affect the contact rate between 
fish larvae and those planktonic organisms that feed 
on them: the role that turbulence plays in altering the 
predation rate on fish larvae requires more attention 
than it has received to date.  

To summarize: empirical evidence to support the 
behavioural characterizations and assumptions made 
in many analytical evaluations of the effects of turbu- 
lence on the feedlng ecology of fish larvae is sparse. 
Until the issues discussed above can be addressed, 
studies on the role of turbulence on I-Z interactions, or 
on fish larval growth or survivorship, should be inter- 
preted cautiously. Laboratory experiments and/or field 
measurements that attempt to evaluate the effect of 
turbulence on growth rate or survivorship (e.g. Sundby 
et  al. 1994, Landry et  al. 1995). without regard to the 
mechanism, may be  the most appropriate approach a t  
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this time. Such observations may serve to tell us 
whether turbulence IS,  in fact, so important In I-Z inter- 
actions that it merits the significant effort that will be 
required to determine and model its mechanism of 
action 
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